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Savonage

Infrared

This treatment, which involves
a soft and voluminous foam
produced by an integrated
generator, provides for an
exceptional cleansing and
relaxing effect. (Upon request)

5 cold infrared lamps stimulate cell renewal and
oxygenation.

The Comfort Vichy Shower
All of the water from the showers flows directly
into the drain, without spilling upon the floor of
the cabin. The 6 precision-adjustable jets, which
are perfectly aligned with the chakra energy
points, increase the benefits of the treatment and
render it particularly enjoyable and relaxing. The
unit features Lemi Group’s exclusively patented
“PREPARE” function: the operator selects the
ideal water temperature prior to turning on the
shower, thereby ensuring that the customer will
not be subjected to thermal shock. The PREPARE
function optimizes the treatment and transforms
the Vichy Shower into an unforgettable
experience.

Steam bath
The nebulization of the water creates a
light, pleasant steam to which essential
oils can be added.
Upon request, a high-quality
stainless steel steam generator can
be integrated, with a self cleaning
system, for extremely fast steam
emissions. A practical and hygienic
disposable cloth prevents from steam
dispersion and enhances the efficiency
of treatment. The cloth is anti-panic,
being easily removable.

Wet Table with heated
water mattress

Bolero
Targeted micro-massages
that dramatically enhance the
benefits of every treatment; a
perfect way to pamper your
customers, rinsing them off
directly in the tub without
requiring them to get up.

Color therapy

Pillow

The 7 primary colors can be
programmed to alternate automatically,
or else can be specifically selected
based on the type of treatment to
be performed, providing for magical
moments of wellbeing!

Neck pillow for massage,
with face hole.

This unit is the world’s only electrically heightadjustable wet table: its sides are made from Dibond,
a composite panel which is perfect for customizing.
The water mattress is extremely soft and its adjustable
temperature provides for excellent muscle relaxation as
well as an anti-stress effect. The water mattress, which
can be heated by allowing hot water to be drawn in,
does not require the use of any additional products
for water conservation. The operator can adjust the
consistency of the mattress by selecting the desired
amount of water within it: softer for body wraps and
firmer for more vigorous massages and body treatments.
Aemotio SPA is available upon request with Energy
heat to adjust the water mattress temperature. It is
possible to set three different temperatures thanks to the
specific control panel. Energy heat helps with reducing
water consumption and optimizes the therapist work.
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Aemotio Spa is the latest generation
multifunction cabin that incorporates the
most modern treatment techniques in a unique
design. A glimpse of the future is captured in
this innovative and revolutionary spa product.
Water and light come together to surround
the senses, providing moments of intense
pleasure. Such moments of unforgettable
relaxation and exclusive results are to be
experienced by both the body and the mind.
Ideal for: Hydrotherapy, spa, relaxation, anticellulite, slimming, toning, exfoliating and antistress treatments and massages, body wraps and
masks, scrubs, peeling treatments, filiform showers,
traditional body treatments involving the use of
water, aromatherapy, color therapy, thalassotherapy,
mud therapy, steam baths, savonage and facial
treatments.

LKP

Key Performance

Multifunctional x 7

EasyAccess

Italian Design

The Aemotio Spa offers 7 functions: the comfort vichy
shower, the water table with heated water mattress,
color therapy, bolero massage, aromatized steam bath,
infrared.

The electric height adjustment, with its minimum
height of 69 cm | 27”, facilitates access and allows any
customer to get on or off the unit with maximum ease.

Distinctive Italian design, conceived of in collaboration
with Italian architect Simone Micheli.

Up&Down

Customization

Rounded safety corners

The unit’s electrical height adjustment allows the
operator to electrically adjust the machine throughout
the treatment, offering the most comfortable working
positions possible.

The infinite customization possibilities allow for countless
settings to be achieved, based on the requirements of
the Spa designers. The Dibond covering is available in
both white and black.

All of the corners of the Aemotio unit are rounded
in order to facilitate the operator’s and customer’s
movements throughout the cabin. Exclusive high-tech
Lemi Group technology!

Easy to Clean
The shape of the tub and the manufacturing materials
used facilitate cleaning operations and allow for
excellent standards of cleanliness.

$

Profit Business System
The single unit offers the possibility of performing
hydrotherapy treatments, body treatments, facial
treatments and even massages, thereby multiplying the
occupation and profitability of the Spa cabin.

italian
D e s i g n

ALL in

1

All in 1
The customer can be rinsed directly on the table after
the treatment.
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Options upon request:
Savonage
Energy heat*
Integrated steam generator*

Table of dimensions
100 cm/39,7”

232 cm/91,3”
194 cm/76,4”

30 cm/11,8”

* The above accessories are strongly recommended
(technical specifications upon request).

H max. 89 cm/35”

222 cm/87,4”

H min. 69 cm/27”

180 cm/70”

N° 443.090.V

Packaging details

Electric requirements

Wooden crate: cm 235 x 114 x 130 h (93”x45”x51”)
Volume: 3.48 m3
Gross weight: 340 kg (750 Ibs)
Net weight: 180 kg (397 Ibs)

Voltage: 230V ac, 110V ac
Frequency: 50/60 Hz
Absorption: 1.5 Amp max/13 Amp max (with
integrated steam generator)
Installation schemes available upon request

Warranty
2 years

Aemotio SPA is CE conformed and is manufactured in accordance with European Directives: 2006/42/CE; 2004/108/CE; 2006/95/CE. CEI EN 602041:2006-09; UNI EN 12100-1-2:2009; UNI EN 349 (2008)

Aemotio SPA is available in the following colors:

white
Cod. 140 B

black
Cod. 140
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